ViTrox & Etek Europe Exhibit at SMT Hybrid Packaging
2018
PENANG MALAYSIA – ViTrox Technologies today announced that it will exhibit at Hall 4, #351 at SMT Hybrid Packaging 2018,
scheduled to take place on 5th-7th June, 2018 in Nuremberg, Germany. This time, we are joining SMT Hybrid Packaging 2018
along with our Sales Channel Partner, Etek Europe. We are going to showcase three products in this coming SMT Hybrid
Packaging 2018, which are V510i Optimus 3D AOI, V810i S2EX AXI and V-ONE throughout the show.
The award-winning and one of the best-selling products – V510i Optimus 3D AOI is now enhanced with 12 Megapixels camera
which guarantees high inspection quality and resolution. The inspection speed has been enhanced to 60cm²/sec and the
resolution is increased to 15ɥm. It uses 2D + 3D Inspection concurrently to achieve high productivity and high detectability. It is
available with Flexible Dual Lane configurations and also XXL model to cater for larger boards inspection.
Moreover, another showcased product is the market-leading, Advanced 3D X-ray inspection system, V810i S2EX. The key
features of advanced 3D X-ray inspection system include ease of programming, custom focus region for POP, Intelligent Initial
Learning, and advanced technologies such as Proprietary Hybrid Auto Focus Technology. Inspection speed has been improved
for at least 10%-45% compared to previous version of V810i systems.
Have you ever faced the problem of machine downtime which leads to time constraint in your production line? By having V-ONE,
no matter where you are, it triggers you whenever there is issue happened at your production line. With this, it helps to maximize
production efficiency and optimize production flow at the same time. Generally, V-ONE consists of 3 phases which are Connect,
Visualize and ProAct. V-ONE drives toward a highly customizable one-stop platform which offers data driven decisions in
manufacturing by allowing stakeholders to remote, visualize, monitor, control and implement condition-based alerts. It allows
technicians or operators to manage assigned work order and maintenance activities in a more user-friendly way. There is no
doubt that V-ONE can help to save cost and time in manufacturing processes.
Furthermore, during show days, we will be having on-site technical experts to handle inquiry and share user experience. Thus,
you can meet us on-site to directly seek the professional suggestions regarding the products and services provided. Please do
not miss this golden opportunity to experience the latest technology of ViTrox. Also, it’s a great chance for you to meet up with
our sales channel partner, Etek Europe. We believe the collaboration of ViTrox and Etek Europe would bring you wonderful
experience.
https://emsnow.com/vitrox-etek-europe-exhibit-at-smt-hybrid-packaging-2018/

